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ABSTRACT 

Pleistocene/Recent canyon cutting by the Colorado River 

has exposed evaporites of the Paradox Member of the Hermosa 

Formation (Pennsylvanian) in Canyonlands National Park, Utah. 

Subsurface lateral flow of these evaporites into the Colorado 

River canyon (Cataract Canyon) has occurred due to stresses 

generated by unloading of the Paradox Member under the river. 

Thicknesses of rock overlying the Paradox Member range from 0 

in the river canyon to almost 450m on valley divides immed

iately adjacent to the canyon and for many kilometers east 
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and west of the canyon. Flow has been particularly active on 

the east side of the river because of the gentle regional dip 

to the west, toward the river canyon. This lateral flow in a 

subsurface layer has superposed essentially horizontal tensile 

stresses on the regional compressive stresses due to gravity. 

A series of distinctive structural features has developed in 

the brittle rocks overlying the Paradox Member in response to 

the evaporite flow and superposed stresses: 

1. A pervasive, nearly rectilinear system of unusually 

wide open joints. The fracture anisotropy controlling the 

orientations of these joints is probably inherited from an 

earlier, unknown regional stress system. 

2. A system of curved graben, concave towards the Colo

rado River (westward). The faults bounding these gr~ben are 

vertical or nearly so in the open-jointed, near-surf .1ce rocks, 

but apparently dip inward toward graben axes in the :ocks 
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immediately above the Paraccx . e- er. • any complex fault fea

tures that might be cons~de~ec e··-dence =or multiple deforma

tion may be readily understood as cue to interaction between 

graben faults and pre-existing joi.ts. 

3. Broad, gentle anticlines trending oarallel t o the 

Colorado River and to the lower reaches of the major tributar

ies in the Canyonlands. These are due to upward flow of evap

orites toward the erosion-created free surfaces. The trends 

of these anticlines follow the meanders of the valleys, and 

are thus genetically tied to drainage development. Domical 

plugs of evaporites tend to occur where major tributaries enter 

the Colorado River. 

Scale-model simulations of the geometrical and mechanical 

features involved in the origin of the Canyonlands graben show 

similar structures, including graben faults that have inter

acted with early-formed joints. Mathematical models developed 

by Nye (1951, 1952, 1957, 1965) for valley glaciers are appli

cable to the scale models and, by extrapolation, to the Canyon

lands graben complex. Fractures predicted for the brittle 

surface layers of valley glaciers are similar in pattern and 

type to those found in the scale models and in the field. 

Graben (rille) complexes on Mars and the moon may be due 

to crustal extension due to arching, or to lateral flow be

neath the surface. The Canyonlands graben are ideal analogues 

for graben formed by subsurface flow because they are so young 

and fresh that structural details normally lost by erosion are 

still present. Because of the relative slowness of e ~osion on 



Mars and the moon, such details are likely preserved there, 

permitting us to use detailed geometrical arguments in our 

efforts to understand the mechanisms responsible for lunar 

and martian graben complexes. 
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This is a progress report on some of the research in plan

etary structural geology under ay at the University of Massa

chusetts. Specifically, this report deals with field, experi

mental, and theoretical studies of the origin of young graben 

in Canyonlands National Park, Utah. These graben serve as ana

logues for straight and arcuate rilles on Mars and the moon. 

Most of the material presented is descriptive, and much of it 

is in the form of photographs. A possible theoretical model 

is outlined briefly; more complete development is left to fur

ther research, and to journal publication. As the reader will 

discover, much work of all types remains to be done. 

Linear and arcuate rilles are common features on both the 

moon and Mars. These are interpreted to be graben by most 

workers. A graben is defined as a long, narrow down-thrown 

block formed by predominantly dip-slip movement on vertical or 

inward-dipping normal faults. On the moon and Mars, however, 

graben can be recognized only by their topographic expression, 

and can be studied only through analysis of their topographic 

characteristics and chronological relationships. 

Simply calling straight and arcuate rilles "graben" tells 

us little except that the maximum compressive stress was 

approximately vertical and the intermediate and least compres

sive stresses were approximately horizontal during faulting 

(Anderson, 1951, p. 12). More precise designations of the 

orientations of principal stresses require some knowledge of 



the degree and type of anisotropy of the stressed materials 

prior to faulting. Thus fracture analysis is critically de

pendent on accurate delineation of fracture chronologx. 
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Even if we uniquely specify the orientations of the prin

cipal stresses during faulting, this knowledge only permits us 

to eliminate incompatible dynamic hypotheses for the origin of 

the graben-forming stresses. Stress orientations, by them

selves, are incapable of uniquely determining the causitive 

dynamic mechanism. 

A number of dynamic mechanisms for the formation of large 

graben might be envisaged; three are of potential interest 

with regard to large-scale lunar and martian rilles. First, 

graben may form parallel to the axis of a large arch, due to 

the superposition of local tensile stresses caused by flexure 

on to the general regional stress field. Second, graben may 

form over regions of lateral spreading of the lithosphere as 

a result of deep-seated mantle processes causing plate mo

tions. Third, graben may form in brittle surface layers if an 

underlying layer is capable of flow and the specific geometric 

or topographic conditions of the locality permit flow. 

The first two of these three have been suggested as 

possible causes of the graben complex in the Tharsis region of 

Mars (Phillips, et al., 1973, p. 4819; Hartmann, 1973, p. 

4102). Quaide (1965) explains rilles concentric to Mare 

Humorum with a mechanism similar to the first of these. There 

is a strong possibility that permafrost layers exist on Mars 

(Sharp, et al., 1971; Sagan, et al., 1973). If so, one could 
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envisage these being melted from below by geothermal heat in a 

volcanic region such as Tharsis, yielding the requisite brit

tle over "viscous" layering for the operation of the third of 

the suggested mechanisms. 

In the foreseeable future, the only way to decide which, 

if any, of these mechanisms is active on another planet is to 

look for diagnostic features in the structures visible on 

photographs. Are there any characteristics of the geometry or 

the chronology of graben that permit a choice among these 

possibilities? Our studies are directed ultimately at the 

answer to this question. 

This study has been supported by NASA grants NGR-22-010-

076 from the Office of Planetary Programs, and NGR-22-010-052 

from the Apollo Lunar Exploration Office. The manuscript was 

critically reviewed by L. M. Hall and D. U. Wise. Figures 

were drafted by J. K. Lucey. The Astrogeology Branch, U. S. 

Geological Survey, Flagstaff provided a vehicle and equipment 

for the field work in Canyonlands National Park. The Office 

of Planetary Programs, NASA, and Edward J. Zeller, University 

of Kansas, provided the aircraft needed for the aerial photo

graphs. Chris Condits of the U.S.G.S. and Edward Zel ler of 

the University of Kansas contributed materially to the success 

of the aerial photography by their skillful piloting. 
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THE CANYONLANDS GRABEN 

General Setting 

A complex of very young graben occurs east of the Colo

rado River in Canyonlands National Park, Utah, extending from 

the confluence of the Green and Colorado Rivers southwestward 

about 25Km (Figs. 1 and 2). Individual graben have vertical 

walls and flat floors. Topographic relief is up to about lOOm 

with an average graben depth of 30 to 50m. The graben are up 

to 8Km long, and range from 0 to 400m wide, with a typical 

value for graben width of 150 to 200m. Most of the graben are 

from 700 to lOOOm apart. 

The graben complex is divided into a northern portion 

characterized by a spectacular, nearly rectilinear grid of 

vertical joints (Figs. 4 and 6), and a southern portion with 

much more subdued jointing, the dividing line occurring along 

a well defined northwest-trending fracture zone (Figs. 2 and 

5). The joints appear to be older than the graben faults, for 

reasons which will be developed in a later section of this re

port. Most of our work has been in the northern part of the 

graben complex, for which an index is provided (Fig. 3). 

Throughout most of the graben area, the surface rock is 

the Cedar Mesa Formation of the Cutler Group. Isolated 

spires and walls of the Organ Rock Tongue of the Cutler Group 

stand above this surface at many places. Graben and cross 

canyons expose the Rico Formation and the upper part of the 

Hermosa Formation. Along the banks of the Colorado ~iver and 
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for short distances up the deepest side canyons, the upper 

part of the Paradox Member of the Hermosa Formation is also 

exposed. All of these rocks are Pennsylvanian or Permian 

(Lewis and Campbell, 1965). Baars (1962) has published a 

thorough description of the Permian rocks of the Colorado Pla

teau. Lewis and Campbell (1965) discuss the stratigraphic 

section of the Canyonlands area, and have published a small

scale geologic map of a sizeable portion of southeastern Utah, 

including most of the Canyonlands graben complex. Strati

graphic terminology used in this report is that of Lewis and 

Campbell (1965). 

Mechanical Model for Formation of Canyonlands Graben 

Baker (1933, p. 74) suggested that the Canyonlands graben 

resulted from flow of gypsum in the Paradox Member down the 

gentle regional westward dip into the Colorado River. Lewis 

and Campbell (1965, p. B31) demonstrated that the gypsum of 

the Paradox Formation is exposed along the Colorado Canyon for 

a distance almost exactly coinciding with the arcuate graben 

complex. Rocks of the Hermosa, Rico and Cedar Mesa Formations 

are arched into an anticline which follows the meanderings of 

the Colorado River, and which was termed the "Meander Anti

cline" by Harrison (1927, p. 123-127). Harrison postulated 

that the anticline was caused by upward flow of evaporites as 

the load on the Paradox Formation was relieved by downcutting 

of the Colorado River. 

If Baker's hypothesis is correct, the Canyonlands graben 



Figure 1: Location of Canyonlands graben. CG = Canyonlands 
graben; A = Abajo Mountains; H = Henry Mountains; 
L = LaSalle Mountains. Scal e of this photograph 
is roughly comparable to scal e o f most Mariner 9 
B-frames, indicating order-of-magnitude size dif
ference between Canyonlands graben and most Thar·
sis Ridge graben. NASA ERTS-A pho tograph. 

represent a well exposed and very young example of graben 

formed by lateral flow of a "viscous" layer beneath brittle 
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surface layers, the third of the three dynami c mechanisms men-

tioned in the introduction. 

Some major questions to be asked in the field and in the 

laboratory relevant to the martian and lunar graben include : 

1. What are the geometric and mechanical characteristic s 
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of graben formed by the lateral flow mechanism? 

2. Are there any distinctive features, identifiable re

motely, that indicate this mechanism has occurred? 

3. Are there geometric characteristics indicative of the 

depth to the flowing layer? 

4. Is there any way to estimate the total amount of lat

eral extension? 

In addition, we have tested the validity of the Baker hypothe

sis and, for purposes of experimentation, obtained some know

ledge of the characteristic rate of the process. The bulk of 

this report deals with the verification of the mechanism, the 

age of the faulting, and the geometric and mechanical charac

teristics of the graben. 

Figure 7 is an idealized WNW-ESE pre-faulting cross sec

tion, representative of all but the end regions of the graben 

complex, that illustrates the salient points of the Baker hy

pothesis. The lateral flow in the Paradox Member superposes a 

WNW-ESE tension onto the general compressive stresses due to 

gravity, which would yield principal stress orientations such 

that ~ (compressive stresses positive) would be approximately 

vertical, a:~ would be approximately parallel to the bedding 

and oriented in the direction of the regional dip (normal to 

Cataract Canyon), and ~~ would be parallel to the strike of 

the bedding and thus to the long dimension of the total com

plex of graben. Throughout most of the stressed rock, all 

stresses would remain compressive, though close to the surface 

a tensile ~~ is likely. 
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Figure 2: Canyonlands graben complex. FZ = northwest-trend
ing fracture zone along Chesler Canyon dividing 
highly jointed northern portion of graben complex 
from less spectacularly jointed southern portion. 
See Fig. 3 for identification of graben discussed 
in text. u. s. Geological Survey photomosaic. 
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Figure 8 illustrates so e possible fault responses to 

such a stress field, all o= ~ich ~o ld prcduce graben. Field 

evidence favors the mode~ i lustrated by Fig. 8d. Moreover, 

this model is consistent with the results of laboratory exper

iments investigating the orientation of brittle fractures in 

rock samples tested at different confining pressures (e.g., 

Griggs and Handin, 1960). The geometry illustrated in Fig. 8d 

is thus explainable by basic rock mechanics alone. However, 

the near-surface rocks in the area now occupied by the graben 

were broken by a pervasive grid of vertical joints (Fig. 6) 

prior to graben faulting, one set of which is roughly parallel 

to the trend of the graben. Consequently, we believe that 

these joints are responsible for the vertical dips of the 

faults near the surface, though the confining pressure, joints, 

and the mechanical properties of the various rock types to

gether would determine the depth at which fault attitudes 

change from vertical to inclined. 

If asked to sketch a cross section of a graben, most geo

logists would draw something similar to Fig. 8b. This is 

mechanically the most reasonable model on a planet where rapid 

erosion will have removed the uppermost levels of most graben, 

the only place where vertical faults are mechanically predic

table. Presumably, we see the near-surface vertical faulting 

at Canyonlands only because the faults are very young and the 

graben essentially uneroded. On planets where erosion pro

ceeds at rates orders of magnitude less than on eartp, the 

most reasonable model for the attitudes of graben faults near 
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Figure 3: Index to topographic features in the northern part 
of the Canyonlands Graben complex. Features named 
are those illustrated and referred to in the text 
of this report. 

the present surface is not obvious. 

The model illustrated by Fig. Ba is mechanically unsound 

unless we postulate a very brittle, strong material overlain 
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Figure 4: Aerial oblique view of graben complex, looking 
south. Contrast between jointing of northern and 
southern portions clearly visible. DL = Devils 
Lane graben; CC = Cyclone Canyon graben; RLC = Red 
Lake Canyon graben. 

Figure 5: Aerial oblique view of northwest-trending fracture 
zone along Chesler Canyon, looking northwest. Note 
extreme openness of joints along trend of fracture 
zone. 
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by a thin cover of weak, relatively non-cohesive materials. 

This is a poor model for the Canyonlands, but may well be a 

good one for many lunar rilles where an unconsolidated rego

lith overlies a brittle rock substrate. If the surface of 

Mars is underlain by varying thicknesses of fine-grained, 

poorly consolidated crater ejecta and aeolian deposits, this 

may be a valid model for some martian rilles also. 

16 

It is instructive to determine the lateral extension nec

essary to cause each of the four fault geometries considered 

(see Fig. 8). Clearly, we can determine very little about the 

amount of lateral extension from the vertical displacement of 

a graben unless we have some clue concerning the attitude of 

the bounding faults, both near the surface and at depth. 

Geometry of Canyonlands Graben 

The best evidence concerning the geometry and nature of 

movement along the faults occurs at the ends of graben where 

the slip is dying out, and on the septa between the overlap

ping segments of en echelon graben. Figures 9 through 15 il

lustrate the nature of this evidence and, with their captions, 

tell their own story. The overall impression is that of a 

giant deck of cards standing on edge, with individual cards or 

bundles of cards slipping downward varying distances. The ex

posures are so fresh and uneroded that the reality of the ver

tical or near-vertical slip on vertical faults is undeniable. 

The graben die out along rigidly rotated ramps at the ends, 

with or without cross faults (Figs. 13 through 15). Clearly, 



Figure 6: Detail of jointing in northern portion of graben 
complex. Joint blocks are typically 40m on a 
side. Joints in many places have been widened 
sufficiently by weathering to permit (require!) 
travel beneath the ground surface, at depths up 
to 20m. 

Fig. 8b does not represent a valid model for these graben. 

17 

One can connect bedding planes from one inter-graben di-

vide to the next and reconstruct an essentially smooth, gently 

dipping surface (except close to Cataract Canyon, where the 

fault geometry is more complex). This implies that the abso-

lute movement is downward in the graben, whereas the inter-

graben divides simply moved laterally towards the Colorado 
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River. If the graben v•ere formed by regional arching, or by 

differential vertical O\ement of rigid blocks "floating" on a 

gypsum layer, any initial, simple regional dip on the inter

graben divides cou:d not survive. This absence of evidence 

for differential movement, combined with mechanical considera

tions and problems of volume displacement within the gypsum 

layer, suggests that Fig. 8c does not represent a valid model 

for the Canyonlands graben. 

A study of Fig. 8d shows that movement on the faults 

shown must inevitably open huge cracks between the graben 

walls and floors, unless other processes act to fill these 

cracks. Figure 16 illustrates some of the secondary struc

tures that have formed in the Canyonlands graben in response 

to movement on the faults bounding the graben. Any graben 

bounded by faults with dip angles decreasing with depth must 

adjust to excess space along the bounding faults near the sur

face. In the case of faults that are still dipping inward at 

the surface, the predicted geometry and sense of rotation is 

different than shown in Fig. 16. Figure 17 illustrates how a 

graben bounded by curved inward-dipping faults that extend to 

the surface might be modified by secondary structures so as to 

fill the incipient excess space. 

Figures 18 and 19 illustrate secondary structures in the 

Canyonlands similar to some of those shown in Fig. 16. Be

cause of alluvial and aeolian fill in the graben, very few ex

posures of downthrown blocks exist. However, the presence 

crater-like depressions in the fill where both water and 
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Figure 7: Idealized pre-faulting cross section of the graben 
region illustrating how canyon cutting by the 
Colorado River permitted lateral flow (arrows) of 
Paradox gypsum down the gentle westward regional 
dip and upward into Cataract Canyon. This flow 
superposed a WNW-ESE tensile stress onto the over
all gravitational compressive stresses in the rocks 
above the Paradox, causing graben faulting (Fig. 
8). The flow of the gypsum upward into Cataract 
Canyon and its deeper tributaries caused arching of 
the rocks overlying the Paradox, creating the Mean
der Anticline (Figs. 24 and 25) and other related 
folds (Fig. 26). As indicated by the western-most 
arrow, there has been some limited flow of gypsum 
into the river canyon from the western side of the 
river as well. Flow-related structures on the 
western (down-dip) side of the Colorado River are 
restricted to a narrow belt adjacent to the river 
(Fig. 25) . 

unconsolidated sediment have drained into the subsurface 

(Figs. 20 and 21), and the bridging of cracks by unconsolida-

ted fill, analogous to snow bridges over glacier crevasses 

(Lewis and Campbell, 1965, p. B31) are at least consistent 
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Figure 8: Some possible fault responses to the stresses 
superposed on the rocks by the flow cartooned in 
Fig. 7. Field observations of a most superficial 
nature are sufficient to eliminate models a and b 
from consideration for the Canyonlands graben. 
Model d is favored over model c because the overall 
geometry of faults in the area-is more consistent 
with it (see text and supporting illustrations). 
Model a is attractive for weak or incoherent sur
face materials overlying strong, brittle rock, such 
as we find over much of the moon. Model b is the 
one considered "normal" by most geologist~. The 
difference in width between the drawings and the 
small vertical lines above each drawing represents 
the lateral extension necessary to produce a graben 
of the width and vertical displacement shown. , Even 
though all the graben are drawn with the same ver
tical displacement, this lateral extension differs 
among the models, pointing out the necessity of 
determining graben geometry in three dimensions in 
order to predict lateral extens1on from vertical 
displacement. 
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Figure 9: North end of Devils Lane graben, looking south
southwest. Faults are .well exposed near center of 
picture where the graben segments are en echelon. 
Note line of pinnacles ( ) which is 
dropped into graben. Jointed surface is Cedar Mesa 
sandstone. Section of Park road known as the "Sil
ver Stairs" (arrow} is located where road crosses 
line of pinnacles. 

Figure 10: Closer view of en echelon offset of Devils Lane 
graben shown in Fig. 9, looking south. Northern 
segment of graben dies out because fault slips 
decrease southward. Elongate, down-dropped slabs 
of Cedar Mesa sandstone at terminus of graben are 
rigidly rotated along vertical faults which follow 
older joint planes. Note implication of scissors 
motion on fault(s) forming east (left) side of 
northern (closest) graben segment and west side of 
southern graben segment. 
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Figure 11: Detail of en echelon offset shown in Figs. 9 and 
10, looking northeast. Differential vertical mo
tion on different fault-bounded slabs of Cedar 
Mesa sandstone is apparent, even though total 
effect is that of a ramp forming the terminus of 
the graben segment. Necessity of vertical fault 
motions is particularly clear in this view. Arrow 
indicates approximate orientation of camera axis 
for Figure 12. 

Figure 12: Side view of fault-bounded slabs in upper center 
of Fig. 11, looking east. Note simplicity of 
structure: there is no folding and no significant 
cross faulting. Rock is sandstone of Cedar Mesa 
Formation. 
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Figure 13: Septum near south end of Devils Lane graben, look
ing northeast. Both en echelon segments of the 
graben terminate in ramps. The septum is a 
narrow, tilted wall that is bounded on both sides 
by faults; thus it is an extremely thin horst. 
South facing ramp to left is illustrated in Fig. 
14, north-facing ramp to right in Fig. 15. Fork 
in road on far side of septum leads to Indian 
paintings located on the septum. 

Figure 14: South-facing ramp at Devils Lane septum. This is 
a simple ramp: there is no significant cross 
faulting, and only minor differential vertical 
motion on the fractures separating the southward 
tilted slabs of Cedar Mesa. The transverse ver
tical face at the left edge of the photograph is 
a cross fault with substantial slip (it is ac
tually more clearly portrayed in Fig. 13). Note 
characteristic toadstool pedestals of jointed and 
weathered Cedar Mesa Formation. 





with lateral movement and outward rotation within the down

thrown block. 
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As mentioned above, t h e entire area of the graben and 

much of the surrounding area was highly jointed prior to gra

ben formation. For reasons that we do not understand, this 

jointing is unusually well developed in the northern portion 

of the graben complex. Although we believe that the joints 

predate the graben, we do not know if they formed immediately 

prior to faulting, or if they are much older. There is an in

teresting geometrical relationship between the joints and the 

graben. For much of their length, the graben walls roughly 

parallel one of the joint sets. In fact, it is this joint set 

that provides the fault planes near the surface (cf. Figs. 10 

and 11). The other joint set is locally utilized for cross 

faulting, as on ramps (Fig. 15). These relationships tempt 

one to suggest that the joints directly controlled the orien

tation of the graben. However, near their northern termina

tions, where we have investigated this relationship, it is 

clear that the graben trend is not parallel to the jointing, 

even though the faults are old joint planes at almost all 

places where they are exposed. The result is a "sawtooth" ef

fect along the graben walls (Figs. 22 and 23) in those places 

where the graben trend is not parallel to either set of older 

joints. This is consistent with the formation of non-vertical 

graben faults immediately above the Paradox Member, where the 

superposed tensile stress would be largest, and later propaga

tion of these faults upward. In the near-surface roc <s, these 
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Figure 15: Looking south at north-facing ramp of Devils Lane 
septum. This is a more complex ramp than the 
south-facing one illustrated in Fig. 14. There is 
significant motion on both the fractures separat
ing the northward tilted slabs and on the cross 
faults which segment these slabs. Note progres
sive widening of longitudinal faults and joints 
towards the camera due to rotation of narrow, un
stable walls toward adjacent graben floor. 

upward-propagating faults were reoriented in detail in confor-

mity with the older, vertical joints. 
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Figure 16: Secondary structures along graben walls in Canyon
lands National Park. The vertical faults are in
terpreted to pass downward into faults dipping in
ward, producing incipient gaps between the up
thrown and downthrown blocks of the graben (a) . 
If the faults were single, this incipient space 
could be filled by rotation towards the fault of 
the entire downthrown block. In one case of a 
graben, this solution is not possible. In the 
Canyonlands graben, the space has been at least 
partly filled by inward rotation of joint-bounded 
slabs from the upthrown block, producing struc
tures cartooned here. The sequences b to c and d 
to e may be observed along strike in the field. -
Two-differences are illustrated by the b to c and 
d to e sequences: 

1. Simple inward rotation of a joint-bounded 
slab (d to , e) vs. rotation with detachment 
and sliding-(£ to£). 

2. Rotation of thin slabs (d to e) vs. rota
tion of thick slabs (b to c).- Simple ro
tation of thick slabs-and detachment of 
thin slabs also have been observed. 



.... 

~ Arbitrary marker layer 

~ Rubble of large blocks 

///// Talus, rubble, aeolian and 
alluvial valley fill 
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Validity of Baker Model 

Evidence for the hypothesis that the graben were formed 

in brittle layers overlying laterally flowing evaporites of 

the Paradox Member is abundant, but primarily circumstantial. 

Figures 24 and 25 clearly illustrate that the gentle regional 

dip toward the Colorado River is reversed near the River, and 

that Harrison's "Meander Anticline'' really exists. Further

more, similar anticlines, dying upstream, exist in at least 

some of the deeper tributary canyons (Fig. 26). These anti

clines faithfully follow the meander patterns of the valleys 

concerned. Because such a sinuous pattern is not normally 

characteristic of anticlinal axial surfaces, the inverse hypo

thesis -- that the valleys were eroded in fractured rock along 

the axial surfaces of pre-existing anticlines -- seems highly 

unlikely. Sheared gypsum, and dome-like folds cored with gyp

sum occur along the River bottom (Baker, 1946, p. 101-103; 

Lewis and Campbell, 1965, p. B7), attesting to the flow of the 

gypsum. 

The youthfulness of the structures also supports Baker's 

hypothesis indirectly in that if the graben pre-dated final 

downcutting by the Colorado River, the proposed mechanism 

would be impossible. There is much evidence of youthfulness, 

particularly in the drainage. Much of the area now has inter

nal drainage, yet the remains of an older, integrated drainage 

are still clearly preserved between the graben. Figures 27 

and 28 illustrate some of these drainage relationships. 

In a pre-faulting valley on the divide between Cyclone 
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Figure 17: Secondary structures expectable along graben 
walls where curved, inward-dipping faul t s occur. 
This is probably what most geologists would con
sider "normal", and appears to be the best e xpla
nation for secondary structures on most lunar and 
martian graben as well as most terrestrial graben. 
Unlike rotation inward toward graben axis result
ing from secondary faulting in Canyonlands (Fig. 
16), secondary fault blocks are rotated ou t ward 
away from graben axis by these curved, inward
dipping faults. 

Canyon and Devils Lane (Fig. 28b) there is a small but sharp 

anticline paralleling the old valley floor (Figs. 29 and 30). 

This fold is confined to the region near the pre-faulting 

creek bed; it does not extend either upward or downward in the 

section. When faulting occurred, the old stream channel ap-

parently acted as a notch in the horst block. The channel was 

thus an irregular free surface that permitted localized buckl-

ing of the near-surface rocks. Here, as with the Meander 

Anticline (Fig. 25) and the anticline following Butler Canyon 
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Figure 18: Joint-bounded segment of graben wall that has 
dropped several meters and rotated inward towards 
the graben floor. Arrows point to corresponding 
beds on rotated block and in main graben wall . 
The structure at this locality corresponds approx
imately to that shown in Fig. 16d. West wall of 
Red Lake Canyon from Spanish Bottom trail. 

Figure 19: Upper surface of inward rotated block of Cedar 
Mesa sandstone. Toadstool caps on dipping sur
face in foreground correlate with those on sky
line. Geometry here corresponds with that shown 
in Fig. 16c. Red Lake Canyon near junction with 
Chesler Canyon, looking southwest. 
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Figure 20: Elongate depression where internal drainage follows 
joints into subsurface. 

Figure 21: Similar to Fig. 20 except depression is nearly 
circular and crater-like. Note sage brush for 
scale. 
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Figure 22: Irregular trace of east wall of Red Lake Canyon 
graben near its northern terminus. Sawtooth ef
fect is due to non-parallelism of underlying gra
ben trend and strikes of near-surface vertical 
joints. Looking southwest at junction of Lower 
Red Lake Canyon and Red Lake Canyon. 

Figure 23: Effect of non-parallelism of north end of Cyclone 
Canyon graben and near-surface vertical joints in 
Cedar Mesa sandstone. Sawtooth boundary of graben 
is evidence for independence of graben trends and 
strikes of earlier joints. Looking south-south
west. Note truncated, pre-faulting east-west 
valley on inter-graben divides just ·above center 
of picture. 
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Figure 24: Reversal of regional dip near Colorado River. 
Looking northeastward at area between Red Lake 
Canyon (RLC) and Cataract Canyon (CC). The trans
verse canyon across the center of the photograph 
is Lower Red Lake Canyon. The regional dip from 
right to left is so gentle as to be imperceptible 
except when standing directly on the upper surface 
of the Cedar Mesa Formation on the inter-graben 
divides. The dip reversal in the left portion of 
the photograph is sufficiently pronounced to be 
visible in this oblique view. 

Figure 25: Looking west across Cataract Canyon at western 
flank of Meander Anticline. Note restriction of 
significant dip to immediate vicinity of the river 
canyon. Associated graben (not visible) are also 
restricted to the immediate vicinity of the river. 
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(Fig. 26), it is difficult to separate structural geology from 

geomorphology! 

The correspondence of structural details to the stream 

valleys at all scales argues strongly for a close relationship 

between drainage development and structural evolution. If the 

faulting had pre-dated the Pleistocene, a time of moister cli

mate and more rapid erosion, the drainage would have had ample 

time to adjust and re-integrate. Thus, the good preservation 

of abandoned drainages, and the persistence of internal drain

age argue for the youthfulness of the present drainage, and 

thus for the youthfulness of the faulting. 

Hunt (1969, p. 67, 127) estimates an erosion rate of 3 to 

6.5 inches per 1000 years for the Colorado River as a whole 

during the recent past. The River has cut about 100 to 200 

feet into the Paradox Member in Cataract Canyon (Lewis and 

Campbell, 1965, Plate 2), hence we can calculate that the time 

since the River reached the upper contact of the Paradox is 

between 200,000 and 800,000 years. However, flow of the gyp

sum almost certainly began before the river actually cut down 

to it. The anticline in Lower Red Lake Canyon (Fig. 26) per

sists upstream to a point where the Paradox Member is about 

150 feet beneath the level of its bed. Using this depth as an 

estimate of the distance from the Colorado River bed to the 

Paradox when flow began, the estimated time since gypsum flow 

began is 500,000 to 1,400,000 years. On the other hand, the 

river gradient in Cataract Canyon is much steeper than average 

(Hunt, 1969, p. 101), suggesting a more rapid rate of 
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Figure 26: Anticline trending parallel to Lower Red Lake 
Canyon, looking west (downstream). At the level 
of the dry river bed, the anticlinal trace fol
lows the meanderings of the valley. Arched rocks 
are in the Hermosa and Rico Formations. West 
wall of Cataract Canyon in the background also 
exposes massive cliffs of Cedar Mesa Formation 
topped by needles of Organ Rock Tongue. 

downcutting than the average for the whole river. Finally, 

the upward motion of the gypsum in the canyon probably causes 

an over-estimation of the depth of erosion into the Paradox 

Member. Both of these last sources of error produce over-

estimates of the time since flow began, but it is difficult to 

estimate the magnitude of the errors. Considering all the 

possible causes for error either way, the most probable time 
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since initiation of graben faulting is on the order of 500,000 

years. This figure is not likely to be off by more than a 

factor of 3. Lewis and Campbell (19,5, p. B31) report minor 

movements on some of the faults in historic time which, with 

some of the drainage characteristics, suggest that lateral 

flow and graben faulting are still going on. 

EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION 

Introduction 

We have used scale-model experiments to investigate the 

behavior of brittle materials overlying a "viscous'' layer free 

to flow down a gentle slope. Figure 31 illustrates the model 

apparatus. Various thicknesses of dry sand, ground limestone, 

and sand mixed with ground limestone were spread over the 

flowing layer (paraffin) to simulate brittle layers with dif

ferent properties. Dry sand responds to stresses by develop

ing shear planes inclined at about 30° to ~ (compressive 

stresses positive) (Hubbard, 1951). In our experiments, the 

ground limestone failed along vertical fractures that were 

either shear planes or were planes perpendicular to q-3 . 

Thus, a layer of dry sand overlain by a thinner layer of ground 

limestone should produce a fault geometry similar to that be

lieved to exist in Canyonlands (Fig. 8d). We were pleased to 

find that these experiments produced model graben possessing 

many characteristics in common with the prototypes. 

For many reasons related to problems of scaling size, 



Figure 27: Mosaic of vertical aerial photographs of a por
tion of the Canyonlands graben complex illus
trating contrasts between pre- and post-faulting 
drainage patterns. The changes in drainage of 
this area are sketched in Fig. 28. 
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material properties and time, and to the validity of boundary 

conditions, the results of model experiments can never be ap-

plied in a direct, quantitative way to the origin of natural 
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Figure 28: Changes in drainage due to graben faulting. 

a. Drainage prior to faulting, inferred from 
remnants surviving on inter-graben divides. Fut
ure sites of major graben faults shown by dashed 
lines. Stream pattern suggests partial joint con
trol of drainage, supporting the inference from 
structural analysis that joints pre-date graben 
faulting. If joints were as prominently expressed 
in the topography prior to faulting as now, one 
would expect the stream pattern to have been more 
rectangular than shown in this figure. Thus, this 
pre-faulting drainage pattern suggests that, 
though present prior to faulting, the dominant 
joint sets were not as wide open then as they are 
now. 

b. Present drainage. Pattern is superfic
ially the same as before faulting, but individual 
valleys have been disrupted. Many of the ephemer
al streams now terminate within graben, either at 
a swallow hole or simply at the low point within 
the fault valley. Knick points on inter-graben 
divides record extent of headward erosion since 
faulting. A = small drainage-controlled anticline 
(Figs. 29 and 30). 
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structures. As has been observed by others (cf., Johnson and 

Pollard, 1973, p. 281-282), scale models are useful for the 

geometrical insights they provide. It is also interesting to 

investigate the general dependence of one parameter on another. 

Unfortunately, it is possible for an effect to have more than 

one cause, and it is thus possible that the cause investigated 

experimentally is not the one which operated in the natural 

prototype. The results summarized below should be interpreted 

qualitatively, and should be used for their geometrical in

sights only. 

Experimental Results 

Figures 32 through 41 illustrate the results of two of 

our experimental runs. The only initial difference between 

the two was the thickness of the sand layer. The top layer of 

ground limestone developed a visible network of vertical shear 

fractures in experiment 2 (Figs. 32-36). When the graben 

formed later in the experiment, the bounding faults followed 

these fractures in the limestone layer (Fig. 36), producing a 

sawtooth effect similar to that shown in Figs. 22 and 23. In 

the sand layer, the faults have trends that are clearly inde

pendent of the fractures in the ground limestone. These 

faults in the sand are inclined inward toward graben troughs. 

The overall geometry produced in experiment 2 is a result of 

the following chronology: 

1. Early shear fracturing of the surface layer, implying 

that ~2 is vertical in that layer. 
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Figure 29: Cyclone Canyon graben, looking north. Drainage 
extending to right (upstream) of Cyclone Canyon 
from lower edge of photograph has a pronounced 
knick point (arrow). Lmmediately above this knick 
point is a small anticline confined to the vicin
ity of the valley floor (Fig . 30). 

2. Development of graben in the sand, with steep inward-

dipping bounding faults, implying that ~ is vertical at the 

level in the sand where faulting initiates (most likely at or 

near the sand/paraffin contact). 

3. Upward propagation of the inclined faults in the sand 

layer until the contact with the limestone layer is reached, 

above which the fault motion follows the pre-existing shear 



fractures in the limestone, producing a sawtooth pattern in 

plan view. 
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Experiment 4 {Figs. 37-41) does not show the shear frac

tures visible in experiment 2, but the tendency for the mar

gins of the graben to be sawtoothed suggests that shear frac

tures are present though not visible. We do not know yet what 

controls the degree of development of the shear fractures. 

The graben in Figs. 40 and 41 illustrate some secondary struc

tures very well. Both types of rotation on secondary faults 

illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17 are present. Blocks rotated 

inward toward the graben axis, involving only the vertically 

faulted limestone layer, are present along the outer margins 

of the graben. Outward rotated blocks, apparently dropped on 

inclined faults in the sand, occur closer to the axis of the 

graben. These model graben are structurally more complex than 

most of the Canyonlands graben where we see only inward rota

ted blocks, presumably because our field observations to date 

are entirely confined to the near-surface layer of vertical 

faulting. 

Conclusions from Model Studies 

1. Lateral flow of a ''viscous" layer can result in gra

ben in overlying brittle layers. Although details vary, the 

existence of graben is not sensitive to values of parameters 

we have varied {flow rate, thickness of brittle layers, compo

sition of brittle layers, lateral boundaries on model, thick

ness of flowing layer above minimum necessary for flow to 



Figure 30: Small anticline along pre-faulting creek bed .on divide between Cyclone Canyon 
and Devils Lane, looking downstream toward Cyclone Canyon. Note man for 
scale in upper left portion of photograph. Dips on flank of this small anti
cline range from 23° to 51°. The fold cannot be traced away from the vicin
ity of the old valley floor laterally or vertically. Such close correspon
dence between valley floors and folds argues for geomorphic control of fold
ing. A corollary of this is that the folds cannot have formed before the 
drainage developed. 
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occur), at least within the limits so far investigated. 

2. Graben faults apparently begin in the brittle mater

ial immediately above the flowing layer and propagate upward 

to the surface. If near-surface materials are strongly aniso

tropic, the orientations of the upward-propagating faults may 

be affected. A similar sequence was derived from field evi

dence in Canyonlands National Park before the experiments were 

run. 

3. The experimental graben support the suggestion im

plied by Figs. 16 and 17 that the nature of rotation on sec

ondary fault blocks is a clue to the attitude of the primary 

faults bounding the graben. 

4. The boundary and flow conditions of the model are 

very similar to those postulated for a valley glacier, a com

parison that will be pursued in the next section of this 

report. 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The Glacier Flow Model 

Nye (1951, 1952, 1957, 1965) has developed a quantitative 

theory of glacier flow by assuming that the stresses in a gla

cier which is flowing in a steep-walled valley of simple rec

tangular shape may be approximated by superposing variable 

shear stresses on normal stresses that are constant for any 

depth in the ice. He has extended the analysis to valleys of 

non-rectangular shapes, but these are of little interest here. 
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Figure 31: Apparatus used for scale-model experiments. 
Frame at top is for camera used to take overlap
ping vertical photographs. Frame used to confine 
paraffin, sand, and ground limestone rests on 
glass top of table. Large bulbs are rheostati
cally controlled heat lamps used to soften the 
paraffin, which then flows down the tilted glass 
top, deforming and faulting the sand and ground 
limestone. Rate of flow may be controlled by 
varying the heat output from the lamps or by vary
ing the tilt angle of the glass top. The lamps 
are mounted on a hinged board and may be rotated 
clear of an underlying camera (not visible) used 
to photograph the bottom of the flowing paraffin 
through the glass table top. 
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Figure 32: Experiment 2 prior to test. Materials within 
frame are, from surface of glass upward, 16mm of 
paraffin, 2Qmm of dry sand, and 2mm of ground 
limestone. DD ensions of test mass: 40cm x 50cm. 
Tilt angle of glass table top= 2•. Lines trend
ing across model are trowel marks. 

Figure 33: Experiment 2 after 1 hour and 56 minutes. Flow 
direction in paraffin is to the right. Note deve
lopment of grid of curved fractures in ground 
limestone layer. 
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Figure 34: Vertical view of relationship shown in Fig. 33. 
Flow direction is toward top of page. Light 
source is at a very low elevation angle to enhance 
fractures by shadowing; there is very little move
ment on the fractures at this stage. The frac-

• tures are vertical, and are interpreted as shear 
planes, implying that cSi. (compressive stresses 
positive) is normal to the model surface in the 
limestone layer when they form. See Fig. 44a for 
interpretation of stress trajectories. 

Figure 35: Experiment 2 after 2 hours and 9 minutes. Note 
beginnings of graben at right which do not trend 
parallel to earlier-formed shear fractures. Gra
ben at left is related to confined "upstream" 
boundary of model, and is not used in any of the 
analyses which follow. 
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By creating transverse marker lines in the paraffin with dyes, 

we have been able to monitor the displacement of the paraffin 

(Fig. 42} and demonstrate that the transverse distribution of 

flow is roughly analogous to that in a valley glacier (Meier, 

1960, Fig. 42; Nye, 1965, Fig. 6c}. Variations in the speci

fic deformed shape of an originally straight transverse line 

in the flowing material depend on material properties, boun

dary conditions, and the sign and magnitude of superposed lon

gitudinal normal stresses. Nye's quantitative models all show 

a non-linear increase of shear stress near the surface of the 

glacier from 0 at the glacier mid-line to a maximum value near 

the periphery. The exact form of this stress increase, and 

the position of the stress maximum relative to the periphery 

of the glacier depend on the channel shape assumed. 

Boundary conditions, material properties, and flow pat

terns of our experimental models are analogous to those of a 

valley glacier in extending flow confined in a simple rectan

gular valley. Hence we believe it reasonable to assume the 

same semi-quantitative stress distributions assumed by Nye 

(1952, p. 89-91} to explain the failure of brittle near-sur

face material under such conditions. 

Application of Glacier Model to Scale-model Experiments 

Figure 43 illustrates the stresses acting on the sand and 

crushed limestone layers of our models, assuming that the an

alysis for extending flow given in Nye (1952, Fig. 9c) may be 

applied to the ductile paraffin layer. Figure 44a illustrates 
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Figure 36: Experiment 2 after 3 hours and 15 minutes. Flow 
direction in the paraffin is toward the top of the 
page. The graben clearly have trends independent 
of the early shear fractures formed in the ground 
limestone (Fig. 44b). The two fracture trends in
teract in the limestone layer to produce a saw
tooth effect reminiscent of that seen near the 
northern ends of the graben in Canyonlands (Figs. 
22 and 23). 

the expected orientations of principal stresses and shear 

fractures near the top surface of the model materials assuming 

that the stresses due to flow are of sufficient magnitude that 

Gt and Gr3 (compressive stresses positive) are both in the 

plane of the layering (in the absence of flow, of course, ~ 

must be vertical). Presumably at some depth in the brittle 
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Figure 37: Experiment 4 prior to test. Materials within 
frame are, from surface of glass upward: l6mm o f 
paraffin, 45mm of dry sand, and 2mm of ground 
limestone. Dimensions of test mass: 40cm x SOcm. 
Tilt angle of glass table top = 2°. 

Figure 38: Experiment 4 after 50 minutes. Flow direction in 
paraffin is to the right. Note formation of com
plex curved graben without prior development of 
visible shear fractures in limestone layer. 

--- -------- - ------
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Figure 39: Experiment 4 after 2 hours and 11 minutes. Origi
nal graben continues to get more complex, and a 
second graben begins to form farther "upstream." 
Note reversal of dip of surface near free edge at 
right where flowing paraffin moves upward as well 
as laterally. 

Figure 40: Experiment 4 after 3 hours and 53 minutes. Note 
contrasting rotation directions of detached and 
dropped slabs. Along right margin of younger gra
ben is a line of limestone slabs that have separ
ated from graben wall along a vertical fracture in 
the ground limestone and have rotated inward, 
toward the axis of the graben, analogous to what 
is seen in Canyonlands (Figs. 16 and 19). Within 
the older graben are two lines of larger tilted 
slabs that have rotated outward away from the axi s 
of the graben along inward-dipping fractures in 
the underlying sand layer (Fig. 17). Figure 49 
presents evidence for similar outward rotation in 
a martian graben. 

- ~ -- --- --~ 
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Figure 41: Like Fig. 40, but viewed vertically. Flow direc
tion in paraffin is toward the top of the page. 
Note again the contrasting rotation directions of 
lines of detached and dropped slabs. Poorly deve
loped, but nevertheless apparent sawtooth effect 
along graben faults suggests that early shear sur
faces did form in the limestone layer but that 
they did not develop sufficiently to become visi
ble. 

Figure 42: Deformation of originally straight transverse 
lines of dye in paraffin after 3 hours of flow. 
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Figure 43: Stress model for a valley glacier in extending 
flow (Nye, 1952) applied to model experiments. 
Assumed stresses shown acting on an arbitrary rec
tangular volume of material ABCD. Center line is 
the trace of a vertical plane of no shear; shear 
stress increases symmetrically from this line to 
maxima at the boundaries of the model. Tensile 
stress assumed to be constant across glacier (and 
model). This tensile stress in the direction of 
flow implies a smaller transverse tensile stress 
due to constant model width. This transverse 
stress is not shown, nor is the roughly hydrostat
ic compression that exists due to gravity. The 
shear stresses shown must be balanced by other 
shear stresses acting on transverse planes in 
order to assure that the sum of moments is zero. 
These stresses also are not shown. 

Figure 44: Principal stresses at two levels in the model, 
resulting from superposition of stresses acting on 
volume ABCD in Fig. 43. Compressive stresses are 
considered positive. 

a. In the ground limestone layer near the 
surface of the model. Stresses superposed by flow 
of the paraffin are of sufficient magnitude, and 
the weight of overburden sufficiently small, that 
or, is parallel to the layer rather than approx

imately vertical. Dashed lines are trajectories 
of <1, and <:13 in the plane of the limestone layer. 
o-~ is approximately vertical. Solid lines are 
traces of vertical shear planes, assuming that the 
planes most likely to fail in shear lie about 30° 
either side of <)1 Early formed fractures in 
experiment 2 (Fig. 34) have orientations corres
ponding closely to these theoretically predicted 
shear planes. 

b. In the sand layer, sufficiently deep that 
the weight of overburden compels Gl1 to be verti
cal. Lines are trajectories of ~~ and rj3 at 
some arbitrary depth in the sand. The trends of 
the major faults bounding the graben in both ex
periments (Figs. 36 and 41) are parallel to the 
<ra stress trajectory, as is predicted by Ander
son (1951). 
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material the stress due to gravity becomes sufficiently large 

to compel 0\ to be vertical despite the superposed horizontal 

stresses due to flow in the underlying paraffin. Figure 44b 

illustrates the orientations of principal stresses in layers 

where o1 is vertical. These two principal stress orienta

tions correspond to the "strike-slip fault" and "normal fault" 

cases in the simplified mechanical theory of faulting (Ander

son, 1951, p. 13-16). 

A comparison of Fig. 44 with Figs. 32 to 41 illustrates 

the close correspondence between the glacier model stress tra

jectories and the orientations of the experimentally produced 

fractures and faults. The pattern of early shear fractures in 

experiment 2 (Fig. 34) closely matches that predicted from the 

glacier model for shear planes near the surface. Likewise, 

the curved trends of the graben faults correspond closely to 

the trajectories of ~ predicted from the glacier model to 

occur at depths sufficient for Gj to be vertical. It is im

portant to note that the curvature is a function of boundary 

conditions. In an infinitely wide glacier or scale model the 

stress trajectories would be straight. 

Validity of Glacier Model for Canyonlands Graben 

Because the gypsum can flow toward the Colorado River 

only where the river has trenched deeply enough to expose (or 

nearly expose) the Paradox Member, the 25Km long block of mov

ing rock has lateral boundaries that are mechanically analo

gous to the boundaries of a valley glacier, even if geometri-
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cally different. Thus the presence of the Canyonlands graben, 

and their curvature, can be accounted for by the valley gla

cier stress model. This model also predicts that the inclined 

graben faults should be initiated at some depth rather than at 

the surface, consistent with the model derived solely from 

field evidence. 

We are very reluctant to apply the glacier model to the 

early formed vertical joints in the Canyonlands, tempting as 

this might be. In the model experiments, the early vertical 

shear fractures are clearly due to the same stress field as 

the slightly later inclined normal faults defining the graben. 

A number of facts argue against explaining the orientations of 

the Canyonlands joints as due to the same stress field as the 

graben. These include: 

1. The joint sets are areally much more extensive than 

the graben. 

2. The shear fractures predicted by the model do not 

form sets at goo to each other, but the joint sets in the Can

yonlands area intersect at angles very close to goo. 

3. Mutually perpendicular sets of vertical joints are 

found in many places in the world, and hence cannot generally 

be due to such a special set of circumstances as exist in the 

Canyonlands. 

4. For a significant proportion of their length, the 

graben of Canyonlands are nearly parallel to one joint set, 

which is not in accord with either the glacier model or the 

experimental results. 
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Because rectilinear joint sets are so common, it seems 

most likely that the ones at and near Canyonlands pre-date the 

entire stress field responsible for the graben, but that the 

stresses set up by lateral flow on the gypsum utilized these 

earlier joints to break up the near-surface rocks. The near 

parallelism of the graben system with one joint set is probab

ly due to joint control of the north-northeast-trending Cata

ract Canyon portion of the Colorado River, guaranteeing that 

gypsum flow, and hence ~3 , would be about normal to one 

joint set. 

These interpretations are clearly oversimplified becau$e 

there are many details of the joint pattern that do not fit. 

We hope that continuing studies of the fracture pattern will 

resolve some of these problems. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Some of the geometric peculiarities of the Canyonlands 

graben seem to be related to the vertical dip of the bounding 

faults in the near-surface rocks. It is interesting to spec

ulate on the significance of this fact and, in particular, 

whether vertical dips are restricted to Canyonlands or at 

least to graben of similar size. Figures 45 through 47 show 

some young faults and extension cracks along the mid-Atlantic 

rift in the pingvellir area of Iceland. The faults and frac

tures are vertical, and the secondary structures are similar 

to those observed in Canyonlands. The mid-Atlantic rift is 
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Figure 45: Fractures at ~ingvellir, Iceland, looking north. 
Note buildings for scale. Along largest fracture 
a line of huge slabs has dropped and rotated in
ward toward the lower plain, which is a portion of 
the floor of the mid-Atlantic rift. The geometry 
along the vertical graben fault, with slabs rota
ted inward toward the axis of the graben, is re
markably similar to that seen along the wall of 
the younger experimental graben in Figs. 40 and 
41, and is also similar to what is found in many 
places in the Canyonlands graben complex (Figs. 
16 and 19). In all three cases, the master fault 
is vertical. Clearly, the scale of the structure 
does not seem to alter the geometric response. 
Right of the center of the photograph are some 
large, vertical extension cracks in the materials 
of the graben floor. Figures 46 and 47 show the 
largest of these from the ground. 
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Figure 46: Large extension fracture on the floor of the mid
Atlantic rift at pingvellir, Iceland, looking 
north. This is a very simple structure, with no 
evidence, in this figure, for any secondary fault
ing. Note in middle distance the inward tilted 
slabs dropped from the major fracture illustrated 
in Fig. 45. 

Figure 47: Detail near north end of fracture in Fig. 46. 
Note beginning of a rigidly rotated ramp at end, 
where the crack is dying out, analogous to the 
ramps at the ends of the Canyonlands graben. This 
suggests that the fracture may be better represen
ted as a very narrow graben bounded by vertical 
faults than as a simple open extension .fracture. 
One would probably estimate a smaller amount of 
lateral spreading if this is a graben than if it 
is an open extension fracture. In fact, this fig
ure suggests that very little lateral spreading is 
needed to produce this fracture. 
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undoubtedly far more complex than the graben of Canyonlands, 

hence we do not wish to make too much of these pictures from 

one small area. They do indicate, however, that vertical 

boundary faults, and associated secondary structures, are not 

restricted to the Canyonlands graben, nor apparently to graben 

within a narrow size range. 

The graben of the Tharsis region of Mars vary in size, 

but generally their widths fall somewhere between the widths 

of the graben of Canyonlands and the total width of the mid

Atlantic rift in Iceland. They appear to be much more complex 

than the graben of Canyonlands, and to have been formed at 

more than one time (D. U. Wise, personal communication). Sec

ondary structures visible at the resolutions of Mariner 9 B

frames are more consistent with inward-dipping bounding faults 

near the surface than with vertical faults (Figs. 48 and 49). 

This agrees with evidence for the attitude of faults bounding 

straight and arcuate lunar rilles (McGill, 1971; Baldwin, 

1971). 

Field evidence discussed in this report supports the 

speculations of Harrison and Baker regarding the origin of the 

Meander Anticline and the graben of Canyonlands National Park, 

Utah. Clearly, lateral flow of "viscous" material beneath 

more brittle surface layers is a valid mechanism for the for

mation of graben. Furthermore, the boundary conditions on the 

moving block at Canyonlands are mechanically analogous to 

those on a valley glacier, permitting us to apply stress anal

yses worked out for glaciers. These stress analyses predict 
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graben with the orientations and curvature observed. 

Are these graben geometrically distinguishable from gra

ben formed by another process? We are by no means finished 

with our efforts to answer this question, but preliminary re

sults seem to indicate that individual graben may not be. The 

curvature of the entire complex, however, provides a clue if 

we have other evidence indicating that subsurface flow towards 

the concave side of the arc is reasonable. Curvature of gra

ben sets on Mars and the moon can be due to inheritance from 

earlier structures with a near-circular plan shape, such as 

craters, basins, or volcanoes, so curvature alone, without in

dependent evidence suggesting the possibility of flow, is not 

diagnostic. 

Solutions to the key questions concerning the thickness 

of the brittle layer above the zone or layer of flow, and the 

amount of lateral extension implied by the graben visible on 

the surface require knowledge of the three-dimensional geo

metry of the graben. Only by combining field, experimental, 

and theoretical studies can we hope to unravel the three

dimensional geometry of structures on other planets. 
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Figure 48: Graben in the Tharsis region of Mars. Note ramp
like ends on those graben segments that terminate 
within this photograph. Graben walls are charac
terized by many benches with no indication of in
ward rotation, suggesting that the bounding faults 
are probably not vertical. NASA, Mariner 9 frame 
DAS 08443059. Dimensions of area shown approxi
mately SOKm x 70Km. 

Figure 49: Graben near the Tharsis ridge of Mars. Note slabs 
dropped into large graben across center of pic
ture. These appear to be rotated outward, away 
from the axis of the graben, consistent with mo
tion on faults inclined inward towards the graben 
floor (Figs. 17, 40 and 41). The slab that seems 
to illustrate this most clearly is indicated with 
an arrow. NASA, Mariner 9 frame DAS 08227039. 
Dimensions of area shown approximately SOKm x 70Km. 
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